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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will present the science case for cosmology, early universe and fundamentalphysics using the ELTs, emphasizing whether the current design and plannedinstrument suites will enable these important science goals, and how wecan better coordinate between ELTs and ALMA and JWST in answering thesequestions.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
when I started preparing this talk, in addition to re-read some ofthe science cases and presentations from the three ELTs and from ALMA, Ithought    I would lookback to see if history offers any lessons.So I made this plot, of the aperture of the largest telescope in the worldas a function of time. I guess there three points here:(1) is that the telescope sizes over the last 400 years actually growsmore or less exponentially - I didn’t know that before, and doubles roughly every 50 years.(2) is a point people like to make, that this is the first time in history that the largest telescope inthe world would more than double the previous record, at least when youdon't count VLTs as one.(3)  I think that it is also true that this is the first time we will not onlybenefit from aperture, but also from resolution, that the power of thetelescope increases as D^4, since the earliest days.Whether this trend will continue is something that we will leave for thefuture generations, but at this moment, we seem to be on the verge of maybethe largest gain in ground-based optical observational capability in thehistory. So, I think we should expect, and probably require, that the ELTsmake the same kind of lasting impact as what Galilio, Hershel, or the Mt. Wilsontelescope have made for astronomy. This is a tall order and offers tremendous opportunities.



Selected VLT Cosmology Science Cases
1983 - 1986

• Nature of invisible mass
• Large scale structure of the Universe
• Evolution of stellar population with cosmic time
• Determination of deceleration of the universe using SNe 1
• General validity of the laws of physics over cosmic time
• Quasar absorption lines

– Chemical evolution of the IGM
– Ly alpha clouds
– D/H to measure Ωb

• Deep direct imaging in serendipity mode (Deep Fields)  

We are dealing the same set of big Known-Unknowns
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So how did we predict the science case for large telescope the last timearound? Again, this is beyond my time; I was in middle school at the timewhen the cases for VLT, Keck, Gemini, Subaru and LBT were made. So I went tothe library and read some of the early conference proceedings for conferenceslike this one, to see in mid 1980s, about 10 years before Keck was working,what was people proposing to do, to compare those with both what Kecks and VLTsended up doing, and with the science cases that we are making for the ELTstoday. Again, I was surprised. I first thought that these cases people madebefore the days that dark energy, Madau plot or reionization become ourdaily vocabulary would be way off the mark. But I found that except for thesepopular words, the science cases were really pretty much on the mark:we are talking about the nature of dark matter, talking about Madau plot,talking about SN1a to measure the first derivative of cosmic expansion,talking about fundamental physics laws, and talking about deep fieldcosmological surveys.I think that the lessons I learned here is that we are dealing, and willstill be dealing with the same set of big open questions, or using thelanguage of thankfully former unpopular American politian, the same set ofbig known-unknowns.



Big Open Questions 
• Cosmological models:

– Properties of dark energy
– Nature of dark matter
– Is LCDM structure formation 

the correct model
• Physics Laws over Cosmic 

Time/Cosmic Scale
– Variability of fundamental 

constants
– GR and black hole physics

• Earliest Cosmic Structures
– Galaxies at z>>6
– First stars
– Reionization/IGM enrichment
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So to summarize the general science case for the ELTs:These three areas are:Cosmological models:Including using standard candles to test properties of dark energy,And dynamical tests of nature of dark matterPhysics laws over cosmic time and cosmic scale,Including tests of the variability of constancy of fundamental constants - constants that are supposed to be constants in standard model but may be variables in unified theory, and GR tests using BHs.The earliest cosmic structures,Including surveys of high-redshift galaxies at z>>6, looking for signatures of the first stars, popIII stars and their impacts on IGM and subsequence stellar pops, and understanding the history of cosmic reionization.



ELTs for Cosmological Models
• Cosmic Dynamics Test
• Dark Energy Measurements with

– SNe IA
– BAO at high-z
– LISA follow-up

• Dark Matter measurements with
– Dwarf galaxies
– Cluster dynamics
– Gravitational lensing
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Presentation Notes
What I am going to do next is to look at these three areas in more details, in particular what are the basic questions, and whether ELTs, with its current instrumentation concepts, can answer them.The first area is cosmology. Here is a list of different experiments that are included in various ELT science cases. I will talk about three cases in particular, the Hubble expansion test, dark energy using Sne IA, and dark matter using dwarf galaxies. 



ELTs for Cosmological Models
• Cosmic Dynamics Test
• Dark Energy Measurements with

– SNe IA
– BAO at high-z
– LISA follow-up

• Dark Matter measurements with
– Dwarf galaxies
– Cluster dynamics
– Gravitational lensing
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Presentation Notes
What I am going to do next is to look at these three areas in more details, in particular what are the basic questions, and whether ELTs, with its current instrumentation concepts, can answer them.The first area is cosmology. Here is a list of different experiments that are included in various ELT science cases. I will talk about three cases in particular, the Hubble expansion test, dark energy using Sne IA, and dark matter using dwarf galaxies. 



Cosmic Dynamics Test
• Acceleration or Deceleration of the universe 

causes observed redshift of an object to be a 
function of time:

• Measuring ż(z):
– Most direct and model-independent 

test of the expansion history
– Independent measurement of 

accelerated expansion.
• Measuring redshift drift:

– Ly alpha forest of luminous quasars
– High S/N
– High resolution Echelle
– Ultra stable: laser frequency comb
– Long (~20 year) baseline

)()1( 0 zHHzz −+=&

Liske et al. 2008
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Probably fundamentally the most important and the most exciting, and certainly by a large fraction, the most demanding of all experiments proposed is the Hubble expansion test, which is featured prominently in the E-ELT science case, but likely beyond the ability of the smaller GMT and TMT.The basic idea is to directly observe the expansion of the universe by looking at the redshift, or observed wavelength of spectral lines in high-redshift objects changing with time.If you take the time derivation of redshift, z dot = (1+z) H0 - H(z), so by measuring z dot, one gets the expansion rate as a function of redshift, and by measuring z dot over a range of redshifts, one gives a direct, model-independent measurement of the expansion history of the universe, Hubble const, and H(z) which is determined by matter density Omega and dark energy term. This is really the ultimate cosmological test on the dynamics of expansion. But as shown in this figure in Liske et al. 2008, the signature you are looking for is tiny. The solid curve is dz/dt, which is in the unit of 10^-10 per year, and the dashed curve shows the accrelaration or decrelation, which is in the unit of cm/s/yr. Such measurements require monitoring ly alpha forest of quasars at high s/n, high resolution, and in particular ultra stable configuration over career long time spans. It is the ultimate example of a photon starved experiment that simply need large aperture. And a key technological development is the laser frequency comb for stable wavelength calibrations.



Cosmic Dynamics Test
Δt = 20 years

Liske et al. (2008)

• Simulations by Liske et al. 
2008
– 4000 hours of E-ELT over 

20 years (one set of points)
– Accurate and model-

independent measurement 
of dark energy

• Legacy dataset
– Extremely exciting
– Is the price too steep?

Liske et al. (2008
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Its demand on resources is also probably beyond astronomical, probably cosmological.This simulation showed in Liske et al. paper assumes 4000 hours of E-ELT time over 20 years, to get one set of blue, orange or red points, which allows you to see the expansion history of the universe, and places strong, and more or less systematics free constaints on Omega_m and Omega_Lambda. It would be truly exciting to see the universe expanding in real time, and this experiment will surly produce a legacy dataset. I think one question that the community needs to answer is whether we will sign on to devote one month of E-ELT time per year over a few decades for this; or should we expect a better, or less expensive way to test dark energy and expansion history, or if the telescope size continue to grow exponentially, simply wait?



Dark energy with SNe IA
• The equation of state of 

dark energy can be 
measured at high z using 
SNe as standard candles

Della Valle & Gilmozzi

Wood-Vasey et al. 2007
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A cheaper way is to use standard candles or standard rulers to measure the expansion history. The ELT science case for that falls into three kinds: the grant old SN experiments, the possibility of carrying out large redshift survey of high-z galaxies to measure baryonic aqustic ocsilation, and to measure redshift of LISA detected sources whose distant can be determined d by gravitational wave measurements. In the case of SN1A, current high-z surveys are very difficult at z>1, this is the redshift where universe is becoming matter dominated and turning from accerelating to decelerating. So with ELTs following up Snes at z>1, we will greatly improve the SN Hubble diagram as shown here.



Dark Energy with SNe IA
• Sweet spot is at z=1-2
• Efficient single object far-

optical/near-IR spectrograph

2 hours on 8-m
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The sweet spot is at redshift of 1-2, however, it is very challenging for even the largest telescope currently. This table shows the estimated exposure time for a AO fed, diffraction limited near-IR spectrograph on a 30 and 42 m telescope for different redshift. With a large number of Sne measured by ELTs, the constraints on w and w’ can be greatly improved. Note that here the role of the ELTs is to carry out spectroscopic follow-up observations, and the SN candidates will come from somewhere else, e.g. JDEM, LSST etc.



Small Scale Structure

LCDM cosmology
• Large scale: fits well
• Problem with small scales

• satellite problem
• rotation curve inconsistent with CDM prediction
• disk galaxies hard to make/keep thin

• Answer: Near-field Cosmology
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What we have just described are measurement of the geometric effect of cosmological models, the expansion history of the universe. The other thing the cosmological model does is to affect the growth of structure in the universe. Here is the standard LCDM model has been enjoying great success in describing the large scale structure and its growth. Power spectra can be fit very well over many decades in scales by LCDM model. However, there has already been issues with LCDM on the smaller scales, which manafest itself in a number of different ways, there are too few satellite galaxies or small halos observed, rotation curve in some galaxies do not fit DM profile very well, and cosmological simulations have already had trouble forming and maintaining disk galaxies. All these are associated with measurement of dynamics of near-by galaxies and using it to constrain properties of DMs, or in the field of near-field cosmology.



Near Field Cosmology with ELTs
• Dwarf Spheroidal velocity profiles:

– Constrain nature of dark matter
– Understanding the missing satellite 

problem
• Resolved stellar populations:

– Test hierarchical galaxy formation 
on small scales

– Constrain merger histories
• Needs:

– optical multi-object Echelle on 
ELTs

• Similar to MIKE on Magellan 
or Hectoechelle on MMT

• MANIFEST on GMT?

Bullock et al.
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The most important test in this area is the measurements of dSph galaxies, different dm models predict different halo profiles, e.g, in cold DM, there is a cusp in the center of the galaxy, in WDM, some small scale power gets washed out, and you have a core in the center. The best place to test this is to look at the most DM dominated system in the universe, by measuring velocity profiles of dSphs. It is also crucial to have accurate velocity measurements in order to solve the missing satellite problem, in which CDM predicts too many small halos than observed.    the best way is to use multiobject Echelles similar to MIKE on Magellan or Hectochelle on MMT; this is not sth that has been highlighted a lot on ELTs. The only thing I know is the possibility of a fiber advaptor on GMT. This is an important capability to keep in mind.



ELTs for Cosmological Models
• Cosmic Dynamics Test: 

• Single-object Optical Echelle, D2, laser frequency comb

• Dark Energy Measurements with
– SNe IA

• Single-object optical/IR spectrograph, D2-4, LTAO
– BAO at high-z

• Optical MOS, D2Ω

• Dark Matter measurements with
– Dwarf galaxie dynamics

• Multi-object optical Echelle, D2Ω
– Cluster dynamics

• Multi-object optical Echelle, D2Ω
– Gravitational lensing

• Optical/IR IFU, D2-4, LTAO
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This slide  summarizes science cases for testing cosmological models and their needs for ELT instrument needs, how they scale with aperture and FOV, and whether any AO mode is needed.



ELTs for Fundamental Physics
• Variability of fundamental constants

– Fine structure constants 
– Proton/electron ratio μ=mp/me

• BH physics
– Galactic center

Presenter
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The second area that I want to cover is to use ELTs for tests of fundamental physics. Two areas of interests are: (1) measure thhe variability of fundamental constants, in particular, fine structure constant alpha = e2/hc. And the proton/electon ration. (2) physics in strong gravity regime, such as close to the even horizen of BHs which wil be possible with GC.



Varying Fundamental Constants?
• α and μ are constants in standard model

– Modern unified theories which invoke extra-dimensions suggest 
that these constants might vary with cosmic time

– laboratory constraints: 

– Cosmological tests can be few orders of mag more sensitive.

• α and μ variability can tested through quasar absorption 
lines
– Fine structure constant is tied to wavelength ratios of multiples
– Proton/electron ratio is tied to rotational/vibrational energy of 

molecules 
– Old idea: first proposed by Dircac in 1930s, and first test on high-z 

sources in 1970s.
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Measuring variability of fundamental constants are potentially one of the most important astrophysics experiments that will contribute to new physics beyond the standard model of particle physics. In standard models, constants such as alpha and mu are assumed to be constant in time and space. On the other hand, modern unified theories, e.g string theory, which invoke extra dimensions suggest that these constants might vary with cosmic time. There are limited lab constraints constraints from atomic clock and from radioactive mines. But with observations of high-redshift sources, these constrains can be a few orders of mag better. The basic idea is to that the fine structure constant is related to wavelngth ratios of multiples, and mu is related to the rotational and vibrational bands of molecular spectra. So by measuring line ratios of either emission or absorption spectra of high-z sources, one can measure their variablities.



Current constrains: 
Intriguing but 
controversial
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Current constraints on those numbers are intriguing but also controversial. Observations using HIRES on Keck and UVES on VLT have lowered dalph(a)/a to 10^-6 range, while there are claims of detected changes, most of the more recent results are consistent with non detection. Ubach et al. claimed a four sigma detection of chagen in mu, but this is being challenged on technical grounds as well.



How much will measurement improve?

M. Murphy
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This plot by Michale Murphy shows how much high resolution spectroscopy using the ELTs will improve the measurement on alpha. With the CODEX instrument, the same instrument propose to be used by the Hubble expansion experiment, there wojuld be an order of mag improvement in sensitivity to alpha evolution. Although we don’t have any a priori theory about what the variablity might be, it will certainly clear up the controversy among current generation of measurement.



ELTs for Fundamental Physics
• Variability of fundamental constants

– Fine structure constants
• Single-object optical Echelle, D2

– Proton/electron ratio
• Single-object optical Echelle, D2, UV sensitive

– Requirements on spectrograph
• 1m/s wavelength calibration
• 1m/s stability over night
• R>50k-100k
• Frequency comb technology for wavelength calibration

• BH physics
– Galactic center

• Near-IR Imager/IFU, D4, LTAO/MCAO

Presenter
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However, the requirement on fundemental const variability experiment is slightlyh different from those of hubble expansion measurement, in that sense that it needs stabilities not in time domain, but in the precise wavelength calibration, because it all depends on relative wavelength ratio measurements. The so-called frequency comb is the most likely candidates for precison absolute, high efficiency wavelength calibration. We don’t have time to discuss the GC BH measurements. This is one of the areas that high spatial resolution is actually needed, as comparing to most cosmological applications where we are dealing mostly with compact sources, and AO is  mostly used as a seeing enhancer rather than to resolve crucial physical scales. The other such case is detailed measurements of lenses or removal of host galaxies in Sne. 



ELTs for First Light
• Highest redshift galaxies through Ly alpha
• Reionization history

– Ly alpha galaxy mapping
– GRBs and quasars
– First metals in the IGM

• First stars
– HeII, signature of Pop.III
– Extremely metal poor stars in the Galaxy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third area that I would like to talk about is ELT’s central role in probing the first light and reionization. Here ELTs are crucial in at least three areas, one is the high-z survey itself, where ELTs will be highly complementary to JWST and ALMA.. The second is reionization history, where high resolution IR spectroscopy with ELTs is unique and absolutely essential. And the third is looking for signatures of the first stars, either in high-z galaxies, or in extremely metal poor stars in the Galaxy.



Probing Reionization History

Fan, Carilli & Keating 2006

Key Questions:
When? - reionization redshift
How? - uniform/patchy? topology
What? - galaxies, AGN, other?
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At the center of these questions is the reionization history. The epoch of reionization (EoR) is the last unexplored phase of cosmicevolution, corresponding to a crucial era in cosmic structureformation -- the formation of the first luminous objects. Some of the key questions are:when the reionization happened? How did reionization proceed in the IGM, and what are the sources of reionization, whether it was the the UV radiation from star forming galaxies, AGNs or some other exotic sources that ionized the H and ended the cosmic dark ages.The current observational constraints come from two main sources, with direct observations of Ly alpha absorptions in high redshift quasars, we know that there seemed to be a rapid increase in the neutral fraction if the IGM at z~6 or so, which marks the last stage of reionization. The CMB polarization measurement, on the other hand, gives an integrated signal of the amount of free electrons between the observer and the CMB, placing an model-dependent reionization redshift at z~10. There are other experiment that begin to place constraints in between those two limits, and the key over the next decade is clearly to fill in the redshift range between the current frontier of z=6-7 to z=10-15 to map out the history of reionzation and early gal formation.



Iye et al. 2006
Kashikawa et al. 2006
Ota et al. 2007

Ly α Galaxy LF at z>6

• Neutral IGM has extended GP damping wing → attenuates Ly α emission line
• Detectability of Ly α galaxies as markers of IGM optical depth

– Reionization not completed by z~6.5
– fHI ~ 0.3 - 0.6 at z~7
– Overlapping at z=6-7?

z=6.96

Presenter
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This is the state of art: the highest spectroscopically confirmed galaxy is at z=7, the limit of optical surveys. But even a few objects at those redshift is already interesting. Ly alpha galaxies provide a useful probe of reionization, because a neutral IGM will have extended GP damping wing which will rapidly attenuates the intrinsic Ly alpha emission from galaxies when reionziation begins to set in, even if the overall galaxy density evolves smoothly. This might very well be what the recent Subaru results on z~7 galaxies are telling us. But this is also the limit of current telescopes: only two galaxies are known at this redshitt. 



Ly-α in high-z galaxies
• GLARE survey of high-z Lyα

galaxies; 36hr integration with 
Gemini+GMOS[Stanway et al 2006]

Lyα flux > 5x10-18 erg/cm2/s

• Simulated observation of z=6 
Lyα galaxy; 30hr with 
GMT+GMACS [McCarthy 2007]

Lyα
flux (erg/cm

2/s)
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 ELTs will clearly change that. Here we need deep spectroscopic surveys. This figure from Pat McCathy’s GMT similation shows that with GMT, one can reach a mag deeper in flux limit at z~6



Ground-based Ly α surveys
• DAZEL - The Dark Age Z(redshift) 

Lyman-α Explorer on VLT: 
– dedicated Ly α narrow band survey 

instrument for z=7 - 10
– ~ 1 object per 10 hour field

• Keck blind spectroscopic survey along critical 
lines of high-z clusters

– Six promising Lyα emitter candidates at 
z=8.7 - 10.2

– Large abundance of low-L galaxies; 
providing sufficient reionization photons

– Limit of current search;  
• New generation of OH suppression 

technique and AO:
– Ground-based surveys could find Ly α

emitters at z<12  
Stark et al.

J   H   K Bland-Hawthorn
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Even more exciting are IR surveys aiming at z>7. The best effort so that is the Keck blind spectroscopic survey along critical lines of high-z clusters, which produced a number of promising candidates at z=8 to 10. However, this is really the limit of what we can do, spectroscopy with 8-10m is just too difficult. Photometric selection of similar objects are also on-going on VLT and Gemini.To make real progress, one likely needs more than aperture increase, but also improvement on instrumentations. This table shows the relatively merit of high-z ly alpha galaxy surveys, normalized to JWST, assuming that one can efficiently suppress OH and with the help of AO. Clearly, in this case, ground-based surveys are competitive to JWST, and in case of ELTs, better. 



Reionization Topology with Lyα Emitters
• Ly α emitter could provide sensitive probe to 

reionization history, especially during overlapping
– Evolution of LF (constrain fHI)
– Clustering

Distribution of Lyα emitters
over 3’ FOV

McQuinn et al.
Angular correlation of Lyα emitters Neutral → Ionized
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What you can do with them, if you can find all these Ly alpha galaxies? Many theoretical work in the last few years strongly suggest that the Ly alpha galaxy distributions provide the most sentitive probes to reionization history, especially during the crucial stage when the individual HII regions are overlapping and the IGM are experiencing a rapid phase transition. This is essentially due to the same IGM GP damping wing absorption that we discussed a moment ago, so Ly alpha galaxies are used as markers of IGM optical depth. One can use the evolution of LF to measure average neutral fraction of the IGM, clustering and higher order statistics to map the topology of reionization.



Probing the Neutral Era with ELT 
Quasar/GRB Spectroscopy

QSO @ z=9.4Magellan 8hrs

GMT 8hrs

F λ
F λ

Lyman-α redshift

Wavelength (μm)

X.Fa
n

• High resolution, moderate (R~5000) resolution 
spectroscopy of bright quasars/GRBs will allow 
determination of reionization, using
– optical depth measurements
– distribution of dark absorption troughs
– sizes of quasar HII regions

Presenter
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Complementary to the Ly alpha survey is the old fashion spectroscopy of high-redshift discrete sources, being quasars, or as we will learn more this afteroon, GRBs. Here is a simulation that I made for the GMT science case should that even with ground-layer correction, how much detail one can probe with a high-z quasar, if there are wide-field surveys that can find these objects. Here it is important to keep in mind that the direct GP optical depth measurement can only probe the very late stage of reionization before HI completely saturate the spectra, but people are working hard on inventing new, sensitive statistics to probe the more neutral era, which will be combined with Ly alpha measurement to probe the evolution of HI.



Reionization with OI Absorption
• OI Forest (Oh 2002)

– OI and H have almost 
identical ionization 
potentials

– In charge exchange 
equilibrium with H but 
much lower abundance

– Fluctuating OI forest 
during neutral era to 
probe ionization 
topology and metal 
pollution in the IGM

OI system at z=6.26

Becker et al. 2006
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 Another exciting transtion to probe reionization is the OI 1302 which was first suggested by Peng Oh in 2002. This is because OI and HI have almost identica ionization potental and will be in charge exchnage equ, but because it has much lower abundance, it will not saturate as H does. So a fluctuating OI forest during the neutral era will directly probe the reionization history and IGM structure, just as Ly alpha is used for low-z, as shown in this simulation that G. Becker did for TMT.



Evolution of IGM Metals
• Early Enrichment of the 

IGM by First stars
– First sign of rapid 

evolution at z~6

Ryan-Weber et al.

Evolution of CIV systems

• IGM enrichment
•Signature of first stars
•Chemical feedback of 
earliest galaxies

G. Becker
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An equally exciting aspect is the study of first metals in the IGM using quasar/GRB absorption spectroscopy. Recent heoric work by Ryan-Weber et al using VLT/ISAAC suggest that after a long peroid where the IGM CIV density remain more or less constant, there seems to be a rapid change in CIV at z~6, either indicating a rapid chemical evolution or temperture/ionization state evolution in the IGM. The enrichment of IGM by early stars, including their chemical abundance will put strong constraints on models of early star formation, PopIII, and feedback, and the only way to answer it is medium to high resolution spectroscopy in the near IR.  



Star-formation at z~10

• Lyman α
1216Å 

• 20% 
escape fraction

Star-forming region, z~10, GMT+GLAO, R=3000 filter, 8 
hours

• He II 1640Å 

• Salpeter 
IMF (ext. to 
500M )

• Zero metals

• He II 1640Å 

• Top-heavy 
IMF (300-
1000M )

• Zero metals
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The final science topic for first light and reionization that I want to mention is to use HeII emission at high-z to probe the IMF and Pop III stars. There have been a number of projects on 8-10 m telescope to search for HeII emission in z~6 galaxies. The idea is that HeII traces very hard photons that are likely only provided from zero metallicity stars.  The 8-10 meter search yields negative results so far. This simulation on GMT with GLAO shows that based on a cosmological early galaxy formation model, what one might see in HeII, if as theorists tell us, the earliest stars have a very top-heavy IMF.



ELTs for First Light
• Highest redshift galaxies through Ly alpha

• IR MOS, D2Ω, GLAO
• Reionization history

– Ly alpha galaxy mapping
• IR MOS, D2Ω, GLAO

– GRBs and quasars
• Single object IR spectrograph, D4, LTAO

– First metals in the IGM
• Single object IR spectrograph, D4, LTAO

– IGM spectscopy: unique to ELTs
• First stars

– HeII, signature of Pop.III
• IR MOS, D2Ω, GLAO

– Extremely metal poor stars in the Galaxy
• Single optical optical Echelle, D2

• OH suppression technology will greatly enhance survey speed and 
observing efficiency

Presenter
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To summarize the science case for reionization and first light studies, in most cases, what we need is highly efficiency IR spectrosocpy, either MOS or high resolution single object, and any AO capability will improve the efficiency to be competitive with space. Innovation OH suppression technology is an area that we have to pay close attention to. 



ALMA/ELT Synergy
• ALMA, ELT are complementary probes of the 

first light and reionization
– ALMA as z-machine for faint high-z galaxies
– ALMA directly traces ISM, star formation and gas 

dynamics of the earliest galaxies

Presenter
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The last topic that I will briefly touched on is the synergy between ALMA and ELT.For the three areas in cosmology that we talked about, the synergy is almost entirely on the last topic, They are highly complementary probes to first light and reionziation, because, as has been made very convincingly by Frank, first, ALMA’s ability to measure redshift using CO and CII, second, ALMA directly traces ISM…There are two obvious and important examples of how the two telescopes can work together. One is highz galaxy survey to probe reionzation.



ALMA Deep field: ‘normal’ galaxies at high z

HST

ALMA

z < 1.5 z > 1.5

Detect current submm gal 
in seconds!

ALMA deep survey: 
3days, 0.1 mJy (5σ), 4’ 

HST: few 1000 Gal, most 
at z<1.5

ALMA: few 100 Gal, 
most at z>1.5

Parallel spectroscopic 
surveys, 100 and 200 GHz: 
CO/other lines in majority 
of sources 

Redshifts, dust, gas 
masses

High res. images of gas 
dynamics, star formation
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ALMA will be an extremely efficient redshift machine for high-redshift, partly because of the negative K-corretion. And this is true all the way to z~10 or so.



Lyα Emitter Surveys in ELT Era
• Interpretation of 

Lyαgalaxies as probes of 
reionization alone is 
highly model dependent:
– Evolution of continuum LF
– Uncertainties in Ly α

radiative transfer
– Intrinsic clustering of 

galaxies etc.
• Requires surveys of 

continuum and SF 
selected samples

intrinsic observed

Lyα selected
continuum selected

Rhoads 2007

Presenter
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That’s closely tied to the Ly alpha emitter survey to probe reionization, Because one crucial caveat is that the interpretation fo Ly alpha galaxies is highly model dependent without the very detailed knowledge of the undelying galaxy population, we will see evolution of Ly alpha LF or clustering, we don’t know whether it is caused by IGM or by the intrinsic evolution., this requires surveys of simialr SF galaxies that are free of the IGM obscuration. 



Synergetic Survey of Galaxies 
in Reionization Era 

• JWST will detect sources that 
reionization the Universe at z>10

– Ability to find high-z sources limited 
by whether the Universe managed to 
make them

• Ground-based and JWST/TFI will 
detect Lyα and HeII emitters to probe 
reionization history and topology

• ALMA will provide  redshift and 
dust/star-formation/dynamics

• Early coordination of deep field 
redshift surveys

Windhorst et al.
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And to understand reionization history and reionization sources, we actually need JWST, ELT and ALMA to work together. With….



Probing High-z 
Galaxy/BH Formation
• SDSS J1148+5251

• z=6.42, MBH=3x109Msun

• Fine structure lines: [CII] 
158um:dominant ISM gas 
cooling line, from with 
PDRs associated with star 
forming clouds

• ALMA:
• Multiple ISM lines, broad-

band spectroscopy

• Gas dynamics at sub-kpc 

• ELTs:
• Galaxy morphology and stellar 

properties

• BH growth and accretion

Presenter
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The other area that I will only briefly mention is to use ELT and ALMA to probe the coevolution of galaxies and BHs, which you will hear more from Fabian Walter’s talk this afternoon.This is the CO and CII observations of one the highest redshift quasar known today at z=6.4. The mm line observations directly probe star formation, ISM properties and gas kinematics.ALMA will be able to probe much fainter tagets with high resolution and multiple lines, with ELTs providing …. .



Do the Current Instrument Concepts 
Fully Address Science Case Needs?

• Optical Echelle
– Cosmic dynamics; fundamental constant; metal poor star
– Ospec, HROS, CODEX

• Optical MOS
– BAO
– GMACS, WMOS

• NIR MOS, GLAO
– High-z Lyman alpha
– NIRMOS, IRMS, EAGLE

• NIR narrow field spectrograph, LTAO
– Reionization, first metal, SNe1,
– GMTNIRS, NIRES, HARMONI

• NIR IFU, LTAO
– lensing, BH
– GMTIFS, IRIS, EAGLE

• Things to keep in mind...
– fast response?
– Multiobject Echelle?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, I have a couple of summary slides:First, do the current instrument concepts being considered by the three ELTs answer the important science cases?Here is a list of different flavors of instruments related to cosmology cases, with their acronyms color coded based on the telescope, blue is GMT, pink is TMT and brown is ELT.  I won’t go into details of each instrument, but the answer I think is yes, except for one case…



Closing thoughts

• Future with the ELTs is bright for observational 
cosmologists
– Ground-breaking experiments (eg Hubble expansion test) and new 

frontiers (eg first light)
– Well-planned and complimentary instrument concepts
– Strong synergy with ALMA; early coordination of legacy surveys?

• Two key areas of technology developments?
– OH suppression in near-IR
– Frequency comb for high resolution wavelength calibration

• Are we ready for the unknown-unknowns?
– New classes of rare objects?
– Transient events from LSST?
– Fast, high efficiency response (mainly spectroscopy?)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some closing thoughts:(1)(2) I think there are two areas of technology development that are very important for ELT cosmology studies.(3)We spend the entire talk discussing some of the important science cases being put forward by the three ELT teams. But as in all of these science case studies, it is always important to keep in mind that the most important discoveries might be those that we have never thought about. Although my own feeling is that because the big questions we want to ask are relatively well defined, many of the unexpected results the line that the answer might be very different from what our prejudice or intuition tells us, as in the case of the discovery of dark energy; but there would always be the possibility of completely unknown unknowns, such as completely new classes of objects, e.g something like quasars in 1960. These sources have to be rare, which in spatial density or in transient nature, and mostly likely will be provided to us by the next generation sky surveys, and I think the most important thing to keep in mind is that the ELTs have to have the ability to carry oout fast, highly efficent response to rare and maybe time critical events.



Instrument Concepts

Concept Function λ range
(microns)

Resolution
(λ/Δλ)

FoV

GMACS Optical Multi-Object
Spectrometer

0.35-1.0 1400-2500
(250-4000?)

MOS: 8’x18’

NIRMOS Near-IR Multi-Object
Spectrometer

1.0-2.5 Up to ~4000 Imaging: 7’x7’
MOS: 5’x7’

QSpec Optical High Resolution
Spectrometer 

0.3-1.05 30K
1” slit

3” + fiber 
mode 

SHARPS Optical High Resolution
(Doppler) Spectrometer

0.4-0.7 150K 7 x 1” fibers

GMTNIRS Near-IR High-
Resolution

Spectrometer

1.2- 5.0 25K-100K Single object

MIISE Mid-IR Imaging
Spectrometer

3.0-25.0 1500 30”

HRCam Near-IR AO Imager 0.9-5.0 5-5000 30”

GMTIFS NIR AO-fed IFU 0.9-2.5 3000-5000 3”

?



Sensitivity and speed gains
• GMT gains most when exploiting both aperture & resolution 

advantages, i.e. for unresolved or barely-resolved sources
– SMBH, 1st light, IGM (if using QSOs or GRBs as background 

sources)
– Maybe for 1st gals (if star-forming regions small and dispersed)
– Maybe for IGM (if using 1st gals as background sources)

– But key science is not necessarily aligned with main instrumental 
gains



Applicability of GMT instruments
Applications

hi-z gals, IGM, 
1st light, 
SMBH

hi-z gals, 
IGM, 1st light, 

SMBH
IGM, 

BaryTom,

IGM, BaryTom

1st light, 
SMBH, hi-z 
gals
IGM, BaryTom

MOS/imager

MOS/IFU/imag
er

imager

IFU



Sensitivity discovery space

Spectroscop
y

8
m

GMT

1 < z < 5 galaxies
IGM

First light
SMBH

DEBaryon Tomo



Angular resolution discovery space

8
mGMT



Science FoV? MOS? IFU? MIF?
Cosmic expansion from primary distance 
indicators
The highest redshift galaxies (z>10)

Galaxies & AGN at the end of re-ionisation (z=5-
10)
Astrophysics of high-redshift galaxies

Astrophysics of massive black holes

The assembly of galaxy haloes

Baryon tomography of the cosmic web

Adaptive optics mode NS GLAO LTAO MOAO

FoV, MOS & AO mode 
benefits

• The various science goals have different demands on FoV, 
the available modes of multi-object spectroscopy and AO
– FoV is highly beneficial for cosmology/distant universe science
– MOS + GLAO is broadly applicable (esp. good for baryon 

tomography)
– LTAO/MOAO benefits IFU/multi-IFU applications (SMBH/hi-z 

galaxies)





Instrument Studies

INSTRUMENT 
STUDY

MAIN OBSERVING MODES PROCUREMENT MODUS / STATUS

EAGLE WF, Multi IFU NIR Spectrograph. 
+AO

SSP  /  Agreement with Consortium of Institutes
from France and UK 

CODEX High Resolution, High Stability  
Visual Spectrograph

ESO coordinates study with Institutes from 
Italy, Spain, Switzerland and UK

EPICS + 
XAO

Planet Imager and Spectrograph ESO coordinates study with Institutes from 
France,  Italy, Switzerland, UK

MICADO NIR Camera sampling to the DF  
Open Call / Agreement with Consortium  of 

Institutes from Germany, Italy, The Netherlands

HARMONI Single IFU, Wide Spectral Band 
Spectrograph

Open Call / Agreement with Consortium of 
Institutes from UK, France, Spain

MCAO Module Provides DL images over a field up 
to    2’, with 2 additional DM

SSP / Agreement with Consortium of Institutes 
from Italy and France

MIR  Instrum. Mid IR camera /spectrograph Open Call for fixed cost study; deadline March 
08

New 
Concepts

Left to the bidders to propose Open Call for up to 2 fixed cost studies;           
deadline May 14

LTAO Module Provides DL images over a field 
<30”

Open Call for fixed cost study;                     
deadline April 30 (tbd)



Instrument Studies

INST. WAVELENGTH
RANGE

FOV RESOLUTION AO MODE LOCATION

EAGLE 0.8 - 2.5 μm Patrol field 
>= 5’

5000       
(15000) MOAO GIF > 20 arms

CODEX 0.37 - 0.69 μm
(0.35 - 0.72 μm)

>120,000 
(32,000) GLAO Coude

Stability:       
2 cm/s over 

30 years

EPICS 0.6 - 1.8 μm 2” (4”) >50
XAO 

(2additional 
DM)

Nasmyth Contrast: 
NGS V<9, 10-9

MICADO 0.8 - 2.4 μm >30”
GLAO, 
LTAO 

(MCAO)
Nasmyth Sampling of 

DL

HARMONI 0.8 - 2.4 μm
(0.5 - 2.4 μm) TBD 4000

(20,000)
LTAO

(MCAO)
Nasmyth

MIR INST 3 - 13 μm
(16 - 20 μm) >30” TBD

(100, 100,000)
TBD

LTAO?
Nasmyth

controlling M4 
with an 

internal WS, 
additional 

cryogenic DM 
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